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against which it should

be carefully checked.

HITLER’S "NEW ORDER" WOULD BE "NO ORDER"

says Herbert Agar

Following is the script of tonight’s 9.20

broadcast, Home Service.

Having just arrived from America, I can’t tell you anything new about the

war which you are fighting and which, to my grief, we are not. But I do want to

say something about why this calamity came upon our world.

I want to begin with a story I was told the other day. It seems to me

symbolic, A friend said to me that he had made a poll of British opinion and

that he had discovered that a large majority of the people did not want America to

come into the war.

I told him that seemed to me nonsense, and he replied that it couldn’t be

nonsense because it was "scientific". Scientific or not, I would bet my last

shilling that the British do want us in the war. They want us in the war for the

same reason the Germans want us out of the war; because Hitler will be beaten more

quickly and more surely if we get in at onc e .

But the British people have been told hundreds of times that they mustn't say

this. They have been warned thatif they speak the truth, as they feel it in their

hearts, nameless harm might be done. The best way to keep America out of the war,

according to this story, is to let her know that anyone wants her in it. In other

words, the best way to get what you want is never to say what you think.

I would like to point out a weakness in this theory that America should never

be told that Britain wants her in the war. The weakness is that every American whose

mind has not gone bad knows perfectly well that Britain wants us in the war. In

heaven's name, why shouldn't she? We are not, after all, another Italy.

So the question arises, who is being fooled? And the answer, of course, is

that nobody is being fooled. Nobody except the Truth. The poor Truth takes another

beating in the name of “practical politics" - which are the only kind of politics that

always fail. (Where are the "practical politicians" of Europe today? They are

dead, or in jail, or in exile, or they have been blackmailed into becoming traitors to

their country.)

Nobody is fooled. But everybody is made a little more cynical, a little more

contemptuous of public statements, a little less able (therefore) to believe in any

high cause. And truth, the only really practicable method of influencing men’s

minds, wilts neglected. (Hitler, it maybe worth pointing out, doesn’t influence

men’s minds. He suppresses them.)

At home in America we find the same timid approach to life on the part of

the people who talk about "aid to Britain" when they mean beating Hitler, and who

talk about "the risk of armed conflict" when they mean war.

It is a disease of our world, this feeling that the simple fact is the one

thing that no one dare mention. And I want to suggest to you tonight that this

disease - or the weakness that comes from this disease - is one of the chief
reasons

for the Axis barbarism that threatens to destroy us. I want to suggest that this war

is something more dangerous than just another outbreak of German-trouble.
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The German-trouble became possible only because we of the Western world had

lost faith in ourselves. And we had lost faith because for many dreary years

we had refused to tell ourselves the truth.

Instead of facing the troubles that were multiplying around us we took

refuge in big words - big words that were not associated with big deeds. Big

words that were used not as a call for action but as a soothing syrup. So the

day came when the syrup no longer soothed, when it made the patient sick. And

on that day the Nazi revolution of barbarism became possible.

Democracy is one of the big words that we have abused. Ever since "saving

the world for democracy" (and then betraying the world to sloth and indifference)
that word has been used to cover a multitude of crimes and corruptions.

Today it is hard to use the word without sounding sentimental or weak. Yet

if we took it seriously, if we lived it instead of talking it, the concept of

democracy has still an almost magic power. It is the ancient dream of man,

always betrayed but never forgotten. If we took it seriously it still has the

dynamic force to reconquer our world and renew our civilisation. But only if

we live it, not if we just talk it.

Like all the great forces which can make or break a world, democracy is

first of all a code of conduct. It is a rigorous way of life - or else it

is nothing but wind and promises. In other words, democracy begins with

morals. It begins with an act of faith about the nature of man, and about

the dignity ofhis soul, and with a determination to build institutions which will

fulfil that nature and uphold that dignity.

If we take democracy in this high sense, it makes heavy demands on us. We

have got to live differently, and we have got to be discontentedwith many of our

political and economic practices. But after the last war our world didn’t want

to be disciplined and self-critical; it wanted to indulge itself andto make

money.

So, in America at least, we substituted the easy word for the difficult

deed. It wasn't only in America that we did this - but I use my own country as

an example for obvious reasons. We told ourselves in America that we were the

greatest democracy on earth, pointed to our Constitution and our standard of living

and forgot all about democracy as a code of conduct. We didn't treat the Negro
any better. We didn't demand of ourselves a high standard of virtue in politics

We paid no heed to those who reminded us that millions of our fellow-citizens were

living in sub-human poverty. We were content to boast ourselves democrats while

living our lives in the service of the false gods of Success and Prosperity.

Nowpropserity is a fine and pleasant thing. But it is not a faith. It is

not the basis for a civilization. The presence of prosperity is not what did

us harm, but the absence of a deeply-held meaning to life. It is nice to have

more and more ice-boxes and automobilies; but the best ice-box in the world

cannot long compensate man for the loss of his soul. And our world was losing
its soul, because it was taking high words cheaply boasting of virtue instead

of seeking it.

In this way our world fell sick and cynical and self-distrustful. But the

wages of cynicism is death. The other great nations which are a part of our

western,, Christian world were treating their institutions and their ideals almost

as negligently as we were treating ours. A kind of despairing helplessness set

in. The masses of mankind began to feel that no promises would ever be kept,

that no words were ever true. In American slang everything except getting

ahead in the world was "baloney".
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Democracy was "baloney"; and politics were "baloney"; and any form

of idealism was an extra big dish of "baloney". In this sordid atmosphere
it became possible for those who hate our world and all its roots to rise

to dominance. The free nations never resisted in time because the free

nations were not sure they believed in themselves. But our enemy believes

in himself. He believes in his hatred of our western world; and he

believes he can kill it.

As you know, the Nazis are not building a new world; they are merely

killing the world that exists. Their talk of a "New Order” really is

"baloney”. Their economics are nothing but piracy; their

nothing but the secret police. They cannot build, but they can kill.

We should think of what is taking place today, not as a war for power

but as a great counter-revolution against our culture. In the Nazi lust

for destruction the sickness within our world has come to an ugly head.

The policy of words without deeds, the fear of facing the bold simple truth,
has weakened us to such extent that this desease could arise. If the Nazis

win we shall not have a new order imposed instead of the old. We shall have

no order at all. If the Nazis win we shall descend into the long night which

follows the death of every great civilization.

What is happening, I suggest, is not a war in any ordinary sense. What

is happening is the disintegration of our world, the counter-revolution

against our world. The counter-revolution goes forward in many countries

where there is no war, as in parts of South America. In this dire world of

today, was is almost a healthy sign - because war means that someone,

somewhere, is resisting the revolution of destruction.

The value of seeing the story in these terms, I think, is that, we then

see the two tasks that confront us. We have got to beat the Germans because

they personify the sickness and death of our world. They are the agents of

that sickness and that threatened death. But we have got to do more than

boat the Germans; we have got to cure the source of that sickness within

ourselves.

The killing of Germans is a harsh necessity today. But the mere killing

of Germans will not renew our faith in ourselves. It will not teach us to

live up to the brave new words, we use. It will not make us see democracy as

a code of conduct, freedom as a heavy responsibility. But unless we do reform

in these ways, the same disease that made the German threat possible will still

infect our world. The disease will break out again, in a new place. And

thenext, time it will certainly prove fatal.

So we have two jobs ahead of us. We must conquer the Germans in the

war - which is the military phase of this revolution against life. And we

must conquer within ourselves the slackness, the indifference to truth, the

acquiescence in what stupid men call "practica
l",

the worship of what

William James called "that bitch-goddess, Success."

If we do both of these things we may be good enough to build that new

world which Mr. Churchill and Mr. Roosevelt described together. But these

things will not be easy to do. The war, as I try to preach to my fellow-

countrymen, will not be won by "other men”. It will only be won by the

blood and toil of all of us who believe in western civilization. And the

reformwithin ourselves will not be accomplished by fine phrases, or by

clever evasions. It demands a rebirth of faith. It demands a desire for

decency which is so intense that it will drive us to heavy sacrifice.
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